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1. Introduction 
 

This Submission has been prepared by The Real Estate Institute of New South Wales Limited 
(REINSW) on its own initiative to raise awareness to several matters which have been areas 
of concern for members of REINSW. 

REINSW is the largest professional association of real estate agents and other property 
professionals in New South Wales. REINSW seeks to promote the interests of its members 
and the property sector on property-related issues. In doing so, REINSW plays a substantial 
role in the formation of regulatory policy in New South Wales. 

This Submission has been based on actual examples of issues which affect members of 
REINSW in the course of their day-to-day practice as property professionals, and, although 
the Department of Communities and Justice (Department) and the Attorney General of NSW 
(Attorney General) have not invited public comment on these issues, REINSW feels that it is 
imperative to bring the following matters to the Department and Attorney General’s attention:  

(a) the ability for the New South Wales Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT) to 
exercise federal jurisdiction, which is a matter that REINSW has raised with the 
Department several times in the past, but which continues to be a significant issue in 
the timely and cost-effective resolution of property disputes where one or more parties 
reside interstate;  
 

(b) the technological difficulties arising from the rise in videoconference and telephone 
hearings as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, which have caused significant delays 
and expense to parties and, in some cases, have even affected the procedural fairness 
of a hearing;  
 

(c) a request to make the link to NCAT’s electronic portal for the filing of evidence online 
widely available to expedite the preparation of matters for hearing;  
 

(d) seeking clarification from the Department regarding the application of section 107 of 
the Residential Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW) (RT Act) so that REINSW can update 
members accordingly; and 
 

(e) concerns about delays arising from conciliation practices prior to hearing.  
 

REINSW hopes that the Department and Attorney General will consider REINSW’s comments 
and recommendations in this Submission, and take steps to apply and implement them for the 
betterment of the property industry.  

2. Federal Jurisdiction Issue 
 

On 10 July 2019, REINSW provided, by way of a submission, feedback to NCAT in relation to 
the statutory review of the Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2013 (NSW) (Statutory 
Review Submission). One of the matters raised in REINSW’s submission was the federal 
jurisdiction issue; an issue which REINSW has long been lobbying for, given the confusion 
and potentially serious ramifications it has had on the speedy resolution of property-related  
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disputes. REINSW has lobbied for this issue in previous submissions too, for instance, we 
expressed our concern over, and possible solution to, the issue in our letter dated 21 March 
2017 to the then NCAT President, The Hon. Justice Robertson Wright. We enclose this letter 
as Annexure A. REINSW also took the initiative to proactively include this issue in its Statutory 
Review Submission, even though the Discussion Paper didn’t include the topic, because it 
continues to have serious consequences for consumers by remaining unaddressed.  

The background to this issue is explained at length at paragraph 2.1 of the Statutory Review 
Submission, which we enclose as Annexure B. However, briefly, this issue arises out of the 
findings of the High Court decision of Burns v Gaynor [2018] HCA 15 which found that NCAT 
could not exercise federal diversity jurisdiction under sections 75 and 76 of the Constitution 
and, therefore, has no jurisdiction in relation to matters of Commonwealth and Commonwealth 
laws. Since NCAT is a Tribunal, as opposed to a “court of the state” it does not have original 
jurisdiction under section 39(2) of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth), in matters which the High Court 
has original jurisdiction, and so cannot determine matters where a party resides in a different 
State pursuant to section 75(iv) of the Constitution.  

The implications which flow from this decision are significant for property-related matters as it 
means that parties who reside interstate must instead apply to the Local or District Court of 
NSW, rather than NCAT. Given that one of the major reasons for establishing NCAT was to 
provide an expeditious and cost-effective means for parties to resolve property-related 
disputes (and not to deplete the resources of the Local and District Courts of NSW with simple 
matters which could be dealt with by a Tribunal such as NCAT). However, it is not just a simple 
matter of applying to a Court over NCAT, rather these matters are often complex and there is 
a general lack of clarity around processes to be followed where one of the parties resides 
interstate. 

The following recent example, that was brought to REINSW’s attention by one of its members, 
highlights the complexities, and time-consuming and costly nature of this issue on parties to 
proceedings: 

• A tenanted property was sold in NSW by a vendor who lived in Queensland.  
• The tenant failed to vacate the property on 5 December 2021, the date of the 

termination notice.  
• Completion for the sale of the property was extended so that the matter could go to 

NCAT because, even knowing there was a jurisdiction issue, the parties required a 
letter referring them to the Local Court.  

• The letter from NCAT allowing the parties to apply to the Local Court was obtained on 
10 January 2022. 

• However, the purchaser had to settle by 24 January 2022 because they had a first 
Home Buyers Grant which expired on this date and would otherwise forego the grant.  

• A Court hearing could not be obtained prior to 24 January 2022, nor vacant 
possession. 
 

This is but one example of the ramifications of the jurisdictional issue. There are many more. 
REINSW’s view is that the Government needs to take action on this issue as an utmost priority  
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because, as REINSW has raised with the Department previously, it continues to have a 
significant impact on consumers and the industry. REINSW requests that the Department and 
the Attorney General have regard to the matters raised and recommendations set out in 
paragraphs 2.1 (a)-(c) of our Statutory Review Submission at Annexure B.   

As discussed in our Statutory Review Submission in paragraph 2.1(d), REINSW recommends 
that this issue could be resolved by:  

• Inserting into the Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2013 (NSW) a provision with a 
similar effect to section 164(1) of the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 
2009 (Qld) which makes the Tribunal a court of record; a provision which was 
subsequently upheld in the Queensland Court of Appeal in Owen v Menzies [2012] 
QCA 170. Such a provision would confer on it the right of federal jurisdiction; 
alternatively, 
 

• An agent residing in NSW could make an application on behalf of the interstate 
landlord, akin to section 190(3) of the RT Act which permits an agent to apply to NCAT 
on the landlord’s behalf.  

 
REINSW would be happy to work with the Department and Attorney General to devise a viable 
solution if neither of the suggestions proposed above is suitable to Government. However, we 
stress that a solution needs to be reached in order to streamline the administration of justice 
in matters involving interstate parties, as the current position is not workable.  

3. Videoconference issues 
 

Videoconference and telephone hearings have been a good alternative to in-person hearings 
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and NSW’s various lockdowns. They have enabled NCAT 
to continue to safely hear matters, thus ensuring the continuation of the administration of 
justice throughout this difficult time. However, REINSW has also received repeated feedback 
from real estate agents who are members of the REINSW, that these methods of hearing can 
cause significant technological difficulties which can adversely impact the parties to, and 
outcomes of, proceedings.  

Many agents have provided REINSW with examples of hearings where NCAT members are 
unable to hear one or both parties during a hearing. This has caused hearings to be delayed, 
or more seriously, dismissed for non-appearance – even if parties have logged on and are 
present in the video call.  

One agent informed REINSW that their matter was dismissed for non-appearance because 
the NCAT member could not hear them, even though they were in the videoconference room, 
telling the NCAT member they were present and the microphone bar was moving. While this 
matter was re-listed, it caused significant delays for both parties in the finalisation of this 
matter. This is of significant concern where a matter is urgent or time sensitive (for example, 
where a party is applying for orders to vacate a property where a termination notice has not 
been complied with). The issue of an NCAT member being unable to hear a party who was 
present was a matter echoed by multiple agents, indicating that this is a widespread issue of  
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concern. REINSW feels it important to raise awareness of these issues so that they are 
rectified to avoid any potential procedural unfairness. 

Another agent notified REINSW that sirens in the background interrupted their 
videoconference hearing, so much so that it prevented them from hearing orders made by the 
NCAT member. When this agent received a copy of the NCAT orders, they allowed the tenant 
to provide further submission but did not allow the agent to respond to a $12,000 claim. When 
the agent raised this with NCAT, the agent was told that they would need to seek leave from 
the NCAT member for their additional documentation to be considered. This agent also said 
that, during the videoconference hearing, the line was disconnected on multiple occasions. 

REINSW understands that, when hearings are conducted by videoconference, some 
technological issues are bound to occur. However, REINSW is concerned by:  

(a) the number of agents who experienced technological issues of a similar nature (for 
example, NCAT members being unable to hear them) which have caused parties to 
incur significant time and expense; and 
 

(b) the significant delays and issues of procedural fairness that these technological issues 
cause the parties. For example, a party is unable to know what is expected of them if 
they cannot hear the NCAT member giving orders. This is of particular concern not 
only for agents, who regularly appear before the Tribunal in the course of their practice 
as property professionals, but also for tenants who may not have a detailed 
understanding of NCATs processes and procedures.   
 

Given the prevalence of such issues, REINSW recommends that NCAT consider the 
technological processes being used to conduct videoconference hearings and assess whether 
there is any way to make the hearings more user friendly. REINSW also recommends that 
NCAT provide clear guidance to parties about what they should do in the event that a line 
drops out, where they cannot hear a party or NCAT member during the course of a hearing 
and what steps a party can take to have a matter listed promptly in the event the matter, 
dismissed for non-appearance, is due to technological difficulties. 

 
4. Notification of Hearings and Hearing Dates 

 
REINSW is aware of circumstances in which a respondent to an NCAT application has not 
been notified or served with the application or hearing date by way of email. This can arise 
from a variety of situations, including where a respondent’s email address is incorrectly 
entered or if the respondent has intentionally included a “fake” email address in the application.  

Where a respondent is not aware that an application has been made against them or of the 
hearing date, REINSW is concerned that the matter may be resolved in favour of the applicant 
at the first hearing date as the respondent hasn’t appeared. REINSW has been made aware 
of a real-life example of this injustice.     

REINSW recommends that in circumstances where a respondent doesn’t appear, the 
applicant should be required to show proof of having notified the respondent by email and  
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proof of the respondent’s email address (for example, the respondent’s contact details on the 
residential tenancy agreement) so that the NCAT Member can ensure that the other party was 
adequately aware of the matter before them and of the hearing date. Alternatively, REINSW 
recommends that NCAT consider alternative ways to address this issue, as it is important that 
the respondent have an opportunity to answer the case against them. 

5. Electronic evidence 
 

REINSW understands that parties to proceedings have been advised that a hard copy dossier 
can be submitted in relation to a hearing and that there is no other method for submitting 
evidence electronically. However, REINSW has recently become aware that there is a link on 
NCAT’s website titled Submission & Evidence Filing which permits the electronic filing of 
evidence. 

Given this readily available electronic method for submitting evidence, REINSW would like to 
request that NCAT make the electronic filing available to parties more generally. REINSW’s 
view is that such a request would greatly expedite the preparation for proceedings and save 
time, paper and costs. It would also be particularly useful in the current environment where 
many hearings are conducted electronically by way of a videoconference or telephone 
hearing. 

6. NCAT’s position on section 107 of the Residential 
Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW) 
 

REINSW has been made aware of a matter which, in our respectful view, should be raised 
with NCAT because the NCAT Member’s determination does not align with our interpretation 
of section 107 of the RT Act. In this matter:  

• The lease in question commenced prior to the 23 March 2020 amendments and 
was to expire in four days when the tenant abandoned the premises, failing to 
provide 14 days’ notice required under section 96 of the RT Act.  

• The agent sought the lesser of the break lease fee (which, because the lease was 
signed before 23 March 2020, was four weeks) or the two weeks rent, at $400 a 
week, for failure to give notice.  

• The NCAT Member told the agent that she was not entitled to the notice period, 
only to a one-week break lease fee under section 107 of the RT Act.  

• The agent queried whether the one-week break lease fee should only apply to 
leases signed after 23 March 2020, but was unable to refer the NCAT Member to 
a particular section of the RT Act. 

• The NCAT Member checked the transitional provisions in Schedule 2 to the RT 
Act, but said he couldn’t find a saving provision to that effect and that the agent 
could appeal if he was incorrect. 

• He awarded the agent a one-week break lease fee, but then deemed, as there was 
only four days left of the tenancy, “I’m going to pretend it’s a money order just for 
the moment” and made an order for $228.57 on a pro-rata basis.  
 

 

https://forms.justiceassist.nsw.gov.au/ccd-submission-evidence-filing
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Given that break lease fee timeframes are important matters which regularly arise when 
managing tenanted property, REINSW is seeking further clarity about the application of 
section 107 of the RT Act on leases entered into prior to 23 March 2020, as REINSW had 
taken the view that:  

• Item 25 of Schedule 2 to the RT Act states: “Section 107, as substituted by the 
Residential Tenancies Amendment (Review) Act 2018, does not apply to a 
residential tenancy agreement entered into before the substitution of that section”; 
and 
 

• as there were only four days remaining until the end of the fixed term agreement, 
the amount owing under the lease should have reflected the lesser of the two-week 
termination notice period provided for in section 96 of the RT Act or, because the 
lease was entered into prior to 23 March 2020 and so a previous version of the RT 
Act would apply, the 4-week break lease fee. 
 

On an additional, but related matter, REINSW is also not aware of current nor previous 
versions of the RT Act that provide for awarding the break fee sum on a pro-rata basis as if it 
were a “money order”. REINSW’s understanding was that the break lease fee is the relevant 
amount provided by section 107(4) of the RT Act.  

REINSW would be grateful if NCAT could please confirm its position on these two matters 
related to section 107 of the RT Act so that REINSW may update its members accordingly.  

7. Delays arising from conciliation and hearing practices 
 

The final area for consideration that REINSW would like to raise with the Department and 
Attorney General concerns delays arising from NCAT’s conciliation and hearing practices.  

An agent advised REINSW that they had lodged an application with NCAT for unpaid rent on 
16 February 2021. The next day the applicant was given a “notice of conciliation and hearing” 
which included directions about how to prepare for the conciliation/hearing on 9 March 2021. 
These directions also stated that “the application will be listed for 15 minutes for the purpose 
of conciliation/hearing. If not settled or finalised, the case may be adjourned for formal 
hearing”.  

On 9 March 2021, the NCAT Member attempted to conciliate the matter and, when the 
conciliation was unsuccessful, adjourned the matter for formal hearing. On 21 April 2021, six 
weeks after the initial hearing, the parties received a notice of contested hearing listed for 8 
June 2021. This occurred in circumstances where the tenant had paid no rent towards the 
property but continued to occupy it.  

REINSW has the following concerns about this practice: 

(a) There is a four-month delay between the date on which the NCAT application was 
lodged and the date of hearing. REINSW is of the view that this delay is too long, 
particularly in circumstances where no rent has been paid and the landlord has 
been financially prejudiced.  
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(b) NCAT has informed REINSW in the past that it would prioritise hearings for non-
payment of rent – but the timeline above does not appear to support this. 
 

(c) It appears that the initial conciliation/hearing date is mainly for conciliation 
purposes, rather than a formal hearing and that the matter is only heard on this 
date if the matter can be finalised as a matter of process (for example, if one party 
doesn’t appear, rather than if the hearing is contested). However, REINSW 
frequently receives complaints from agents about this NCAT practice because, if 
the conciliation is unsuccessful, the matter needs to be re-listed which causes the 
parties significant delays. This is particularly of concern for urgent matters, such as 
the above example which relates to outstanding rental arrears. REINSW’s view is 
that the delay between the conciliation and formal hearing could be reduced by 
one of the following practices:  

 
i. list a matter for conciliation prior to the hearing date so that the matter could be 

expedited; or 
 

ii. list the matter for conciliation/hearing as a matter of process (so that the matter 
can still be finalised, if necessary) but consecutively list the matter for formal 
hearing shortly after so that if conciliation is unsuccessful the parties do not 
have to wait six weeks to have it re-listed; or 

 
iii. where a mediation is unsuccessful, the parties can have the matter heard 

immediately.  
 
While not specific to this example, REINSW would like to raise with NCAT the following 
additional matters relating to conciliation practices, which we feel are important to note:  

(a) The conciliation process is supposed to be confidential and so, if the conciliator 
was the same NCAT Member who hears the matter at final hearing, there may be 
conflict of interest related concerns. REINSW recommends, if such a practice has 
not already been implemented, that where an NCAT Member conducts a 
conciliation which is unsuccessful, that they not be re-allocated the matter again 
for formal hearing for confidentiality and conflict reasons. 
 

(b) In this regard, REINSW requests confirmation that NCAT Members are, in fact, 
trained conciliators. 
  

(c) As an ancillary issue, REINSW has also been told by agents that apparently NCAT 
Members do not appear to have read the file prior to the commencement of the 
hearing. REINSW requests that this be brought to the attention of NCAT Members 
because, as they are aware, it is important that the decision maker adequately 
understands the facts and issues of the dispute before adjudicating the matter.  
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REINSW requests that NCAT consider these matters, bring them to the attention of NCAT 
Members and, where necessary, update their internal processes to address and improve 
these areas.  

8. Summary 
 

In summary, REINSW makes the following recommendations:  

• The Department and Attorney General have regard to the matters raised, and 
recommendations set out in REINSW’s Statutory Review Submission on the federal 
jurisdiction issue and take steps to resolve this matter because, as evidenced by the 
example provided above in paragraph 2, this matter is causing significant issues for 
the cost-effective and timely resolution of property disputes where one or more parties 
reside interstate. 
 

• The Department consider the technological processes being used to conduct 
videoconference hearings and assess whether there is any way to make virtual 
hearings more user friendly and reliable. 
 

• The Department provide clear guidance to parties about what they should do in the 
event that a line drops out, where they cannot hear someone during the course of a 
hearing or what steps a party can take to have the matter listed promptly in the event 
that a matter, dismissed for non-appearance, is due to technological difficulties. 
 

• The Department consider implementing a procedure whereby, if the respondent does 
not appear at a hearing, an NCAT Member should request evidence from the applicant 
that they have notified the respondent of the application and hearing date as well as 
proof of the respondent’s contact details (for example, the contact details on the 
residential tenancy agreement). Alternatively, REINSW requests that the Department 
consider other means by which this issue could be resolved. 
 

• The Department make the link to NCAT’s electronic filing portal widely available as an 
easy and cost-effective way for parties to submit evidence in an NCAT matter. 
 

• The Department confirm its position regarding the application of section 107 of the RT 
Act so that REINSW can update our members accordingly. 
 

• The Department consider the three suggestions raised by REINSW in paragraph 7 
above in order to reduce delays between a matter going to conciliation and formal 
hearing. 
 

• The Department consider implementing a practice, if not already adopted, whereby the 
NCAT Member who conciliates a matter is not re-allocated the same matter for final 
hearing.  
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• The Department consider the additional issues raised by REINSW in paragraph 7 
above in relation to conciliation practices and improve NCAT’s internal processes 
and/or bring these matters to the attention of NCAT Members, as necessary. 
 

9. Conclusion 
 

REINSW raises these areas for consideration with the Department as they are important 
matters which significantly impact the timely, cost-effective, and fair resolution of property-
related proceedings within NSW. REINSW hopes that by bringing these areas of concern to 
the attention of the Department, the Department will be able to take steps to address them for 
the betterment of the property industry.  

REINSW appreciates the opportunity to provide this Submission and would be pleased to 
discuss it further, if required.  

Yours faithfully 

Nicole Unger 
General Counsel 
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Annexure A 
 

The following pages include REINSW’s letter to NCAT’s President dated 21 March 2017 
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Annexure B 
 

The following pages include REINSW’s submission in response to the statutory review of the 
Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2013 










































